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ABSTRACT: In this study, a three-dimensional grain-based model based on the
discrete element method is utilized to replicate the heterogeneous structure of
crystalline granite, and corresponding laboratory tests are conducted to validate the
numerical conclusions. A novel model and an analytical method involving a multilevel
force chain network are employed to quantitatively investigate the influence of mineral
content on the mechanical behavior of granites. First, a set of granite specimens with
varying biotite contents is constructed, and then, uniaxial compression tests are
conducted. The effects of the mineral content on the mechanical behavior, force chain
network characteristics, and fracture resistance of granite specimens are quantitatively
analyzed. The results indicate an inverse relationship between the biotite (VB) content
and the load-bearing capacity of granite under uniaxial compression conditions. As VB
increases, the number of contacts within the biotite structure increases, as does the
force chain distribution density within the biotite structure, while the force chain
distribution density in other intragranular structures correspondingly decreases. The average values and sum values of all of the force
chains in the whole specimen decrease with increasing VB. Among the various structures, intragranular structures exhibit the highest
fracture resistance, whereas intergranular structures exhibit lower resistance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Granite, as a primary constituent of igneous rocks, is a
fundamental rock type that forms the Earth’s continental crust
and plays a crucial supporting role in engineering applica-
tions.1,2 Characterized as a typical crystalline rock, granite’s
internal structure is generally composed of various types of
crystalline minerals.3−5 In general, there are substantial
differences in the load-bearing capacity and fracture resistance
among various types of minerals.6 Therefore, the internal
heterogeneity of these materials is closely related to their
mechanical behavior.7 Examining the impact of the mineral
content in the crystalline structure of granite on its mechanical
behavior and fracture characteristics holds great significance.

Many laboratory tests have been conducted to investigate
the influence of mineral content on the mechanical behavior of
rock materials and have yielded valuable conclusion.8,9

However, due to the limitations of testing technology in
laboratory tests, experimental studies on granite are often
confined to describing the variations in macroscopic
mechanical parameters, such as compressive strength,10 tensile
strength,11 elastic modulus,12 crack behavior,13 and failure
mode.14 The microscopic mechanisms of damage and failure in
granite under loading, such as the characteristics of micro-
cracks and force chain distribution, cannot be quantitatively
analyzed. Leveraging the rapid development of computer

technology, numerical simulation has gradually become a
powerful tool for researchers studying the mechanical proper-
ties of rock material.15−18 The particle flow code (PFC),
developed by Itasca and based on the discrete element method,
has been widely applied in rock mechanics and has achieved
many useful results.19,20 Due to the advantages of low
modeling difficulty and fast calculation speed, two-dimensional
homogeneous models and three-dimensional homogeneous
models have been widely used in the investigation of
microfracture information, such as the velocity field, strain
field, and microcrack field, of samples under loading.21,22 In
these homogeneous models, all the elements and contacts are
calibrated by the same microscopic parameters, rendering the
entire numerical specimen completely homogeneous.23,24 This
limitation prevents reproduction of the heterogeneous
structure of granite, thus imposing significant constraints on
the interpretation of its mechanical behavior.
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To better reproduce the heterogeneous structure of rocks,
Potyondy et al.25 established the grain-based model (GBM)
based on the PFC in 2004. This model not only reproduces the
interactions between mineral grains but also simulates the
mechanical behavior within a single grain. In recent years,
many scholars have improved GBMs based on the PFC and
applied them to obtain information about microscopic
mechanisms that are not available in laboratory tests.26−30

Currently, most GBMs are constructed in two dimensions,
with only a few models capable of grouping and filling mineral
grains in three dimensions,31−33 providing a more realistic
representation of the internal crystalline structure of granite.
Furthermore, in these studies, the analysis methods used are
relatively limited, and a suitable and powerful tool for linking
the macroscopic mechanical behavior of specimens with
microscopic mechanism information has not been found.

In discrete materials, internal particles are arranged
nonuniformly. A local concentrated stress can form between
these particles under loading, resulting in a complete and
complex force chain network for the whole numerical sample.
A force chain network provides the most critical information
for particle-based materials.34−36 It is the crucial factor
inducing the load-bearing capacity, deformation characteristics,
microfracture behavior, and macrofracture mode of sam-
ples.37,38 The reliability of using force chain networks to
explain changes in the mechanical behavior of rock materials
during loading has been acknowledged by many schol-
ars.23,39−41 However, due to limitations in modeling and
subsequent analysis methods, quantitative analysis of force
chain networks has rarely been performed. Additionally, the
differences in mechanical behavior between various intra-
granular and intergranular structures within granites inevitably
lead to different levels of corresponding force chain networks.
This heterogeneity in force chain networks needs to be
considered. Most existing analyses treat the force chain
network as a whole,42−44 which is inappropriate when

explaining the mechanical behavior of crystalline rocks such
as granite.

In this study, a three-dimensional grain-based model based
on the discrete element method was utilized to replicate the
heterogeneous structure of the crystalline granite. In this
model, not only is the mechanical behavior of different types of
minerals distinguished, but also the force chain network
realizes multilevel classification and quantitative analysis. Both
the novel model and force chain analysis method were
employed to quantitatively investigate the influence of the
mineral content on the mechanical behavior of granites. First, a
set of granite specimens with varying biotite contents was
constructed, and then, a uniaxial compression test was
conducted. The effects of the mineral content on the
mechanical behavior, force chain network characteristics, and
fracture resistance of granite specimens were quantitatively
analyzed.

2. INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY
2.1. Model Construction Process. Figure 1 illustrates the

specific construction process of the model:7,45

(a) Step A: as shown in Figure 1a, an initial particle-based
model is constructed in which the particle sizes are relatively
large, representing the mineral grains.

(b) Step B: as shown in Figure 1b, the granite used in this
study is sourced from Huanggang city, Hubei Province, China.
According to the XRD results, the mineral composition and
corresponding volume fractions are as follows: feldspar
(43.20%), quartz (35.52%), biotite (11.52%), other minerals
(5.76%), and minute minerals (4.00%). Based on these results,
the particles are grouped to represent different types of
minerals, each labeled with a corresponding color.

(c) Step C: as shown in Figure 1c, the grouped particles are
transformed to block elements.

(d) Step D: as shown in Figure 1d, block elements are
converted to geometric elements to facilitate the subsequent
filling of mineral grains.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the generation of PFC3D-GBM: (a) initial particle-based models; (b) grouping of basic elements; (c) assembly of block
units; (d) assembly of geometry units; (e) division of the geometric range of mineral grains; (f) grouping of mineral grains.
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(e) Step E: as shown in Figure 1e, the geometric elements
are filled with basic unit elements.

(f) Step F: as shown in Figure 1f, at this point, the mineral
grains are successfully grouped and filled in three dimensions,
effectively reproducing the heterogeneous structure of granite.

In this study, the specimens used in the laboratory test and
numerical simulations are rectangular prisms with dimensions
of 50 × 50 × 100 mm subjected to uniaxial loading.
2.2. Contact Classification. The key distinction between

heterogeneous and homogeneous models lies in the ability of
heterogeneous models to classify contacts based on predefined
mineral types with corresponding micromechanical parameters
assigned. As shown in Figure 2a, all contacts in this model are

classified into intragranular contacts, including contacts in
feldspar (CAF), quartz (CAQ), biotite (CAB), other minerals
(CAO), minute minerals (CAT), and intergranular contacts,
including contacts between the same minerals (CES) and
between different minerals (CED). As shown in Figure 2b, the
microstrength of various types of contacts in the numerical
sample is different.
2.3. Force Chain Classification. In addition to contacts,

the internal force chain network during loading in this model is
also classified. All force chains are categorized into internal
force chains of feldspar, quartz, biotite, other minerals, and
minute minerals; force chains between the same mineral types;
and force chains between different mineral types.
2.4. Model Validity Verification. In this GBM, intra-

granular and intergranular contacts utilize the parallel bond
model (PBM) to reproduce microscopic-scale fracture
behavior in rock materials.45,46 The final calibrated micro-
scopic parameters are listed in Table 1.

The microscopic parameters within the model are calibrated
using the ‘trial and error’ method, which is widely applied and
effective.6,7,23,47 The main calibration steps are as follows: (1)
fundamental mechanical tests are conducted to determine the
macroscopic mechanical parameters of real rock materials, such
as compressive strength, tensile strength, and elastic modulus;
(2) the approximate ranges of the microparameters of various
minerals in the numerical sample are determined by reference
and experience; (3) the corresponding simulation tests are
conducted, and the internal microscopic parameter values of
the numerical samples are gradually adjusted according to the
laboratory test results; and (4) a set of microscopic parameters
that can reproduce the real mechanical properties of the rock
materials is obtained.

As shown in Figure 3a, real samples and simulated samples
were prepared, and the real samples are subjected to uniaxial
compression using a mechanical testing system 816. The

loading rate was 0.0015 mm/s. In the numerical simulation,
the loading plate is used to simulate uniaxial compression.
Figure 3b compares the load−displacement curves of the
laboratory test and numerical simulation under uniaxial
compression conditions. Both curves exhibit consistent trends,
capturing elastic deformation, nonlinear deformation, and
postpeak drop stages. In terms of the macroscopic mechanical
parameters, as listed in Table 2, the experimental and
simulated values for the peak load are 247.20 kN and 251.96
kN, respectively, and the experimental and simulated values for
the elastic modulus are 9.18 and 8.85 GPa, respectively,
indicating minimal error. The numerical curve does not exhibit
a densification stage in the initial phase, which results in a
slightly lower displacement at the peak load moment. This
phenomenon is acceptable in PFC simulations21 and does not
affect the validity of the model. The experimental results and
simulation results of the failure mode are in good agreement,
and the overall failure mode is obvious failure of the upper and
lower end faces.

3. NUMERICAL SPECIMENS WITH DIFFERENT
BIOTITE CONTENTS
3.1. Numerical Specimens. To investigate the influence

of mineral content on the deformation characteristics and
mechanical behavior of granite, in this study, a series of
specimens with varying biotite contents, VB, are constructed.
The specific values for different mineral contents are listed in
Table 3. The VB content ranges from 9.6% to 67.2%, while the

Figure 2. Classification of contacts: (a) grouping of contacts; (b)
microstrength distribution.

Table 1. Microparameters of Grain-Based Model

microparameters feldspars quartz biotites others

tiny/
fine

minerals

Mineral grains
volume composite
(%)

43.20 35.52 11.52 5.76 4.0

minimum grain
radius RG (mm)

1.80 0.65

ratio of maximum to
minimum grain
radius rG

1.60 1.60

Basic elements
minimum particle
radius RP (mm)

0.65

ratio of maximum to
minimum particle
radius rP

1.60

Young modulus
(GPa)

55.0 70.0 40.0 35.0 30.0

stiffness ratio 1.6 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2
Intragranular contacts
Young modulus
(GPa)

55.0 70.0 40.0 35.0 30.0

cohesion strength
(MPa)

320.0 360.0 160.0 120.0 80.0

tension strength
(MPa)

160.0 180.0 80.0 60.0 40.0

stiffness ratio 1.6 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2
friction angle (°) 14 12 16 18 22

Intergranular Contacts
between same

minerals
between different

minerals

Young modulus (GPa) 2.5 2.2
cohesion strength (MPa) 50.0 40.0
tension strength (MPa) 25.0 20.0
stiffness ratio 2.6 2.8
friction angle (°) 26 28
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proportions of feldspar, quartz, and other minerals remain
constant at 3:2:1, and the minute minerals maintain a constant
content of 4.0%.

Figure 4 illustrates the grouping and contact distribution of
the mineral grains for different VB specimens. As VB increases,
the volume of dark gray biotite markers significantly increases,
accompanied by a noticeable increase in the number of internal
contacts within biotite minerals.

3.2. Numbers of Basic Elements and Contacts. Figure
5 quantitatively depicts the variation in the number of basic
elements (NB) representing different mineral types with
changing VB. As the VB content increases from 9.6% to
67.2%, the numbers of basic elements in feldspar, quartz, and
other minerals decrease from 29299, 18460, and 9297 to 9413,
6334, and 3138, with decreases of 67.87%, 65.69%, and
66.25%, respectively. In contrast, the number of basic elements
in biotite increases from 6177 to 44325, with an increase of
617.58%. The number of basic elements in minute minerals is
approximately 2400.

Figure 6 shows the changes in the number of various
contacts (NC) with varying VB. In Figure 6a, as VB increases
from 9.6% to 67.2%, the number of contacts within feldspar,
quartz, and other minerals decreases from 59671, 40980, and
20730 to 20984, 14082, and 7069, corresponding to decreases
of 64.83%, 65.64%, and 65.90%, respectively. Moreover, the
number of contacts within biotite increases from 13685 to
98694, indicating an increase of 621.18%. The number of
internal contacts for minute minerals does not fluctuate
significantly with changing VB and remains at approximately
400. Figure 6b shows that as VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%,
the number of contacts between the same minerals increases
from 37968 to 54362, with a 43.18% increase, while the
number of contacts between different minerals decreases from
91845 to 69647, with a 24.17% decrease.

Figure 3. Verification of microparameters and model validity: (a) intact real sample and numerical sample; (b) comparison between experimental
results and numerical results.

Table 2. Macroscopic Mechanical Parameters of Real
Sample and Numerical Sample

parameters
experimental

results
numerical
results

error
(%)

peak load (kN) 247.20 251.96 1.91
elastic modulus (GPa) 9.18 8.85 3.66
displacement at the peak load
moment (mm)

1.56 1.33 15.92

Table 3. Volume Proportions of Various Minerals in the
Numerical Samples

group
feldspars

(%)
quartz
(%)

biotites
(%)

others
(%)

tiny
minerals

(%)

total
minerals

(%)

no. 1 43.2 28.8 9.6 14.4 4.0 100.0
no. 2 36.0 24.0 24.0 12.0 4.0 100.0
no. 3 28.8 19.2 38.4 9.6 4.0 100.0
no. 4 21.6 14.4 52.8 7.2 4.0 100.0
no. 5 14.4 9.6 67.2 4.8 4.0 100.0
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4. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
4.1. Load−Displacement Curve. The stress−strain

curves of the numerical specimens with different VB values
are presented in Figure 7a. These curves exhibit consistent
trends characterized by elastic deformation, nonlinear
deformation, and a postpeak decline. The mineral content
has a discernible impact on the macroscopic mechanical
parameters. As VB increases, the peak load of the specimens
(PMAX) decreases from 236.42 kN to 194.67 kN, representing a
decrease of 17.66%, as illustrated in Figure 7b. The volumetric
fraction of biotite is inversely proportional to the load-bearing
capacity of the specimens under uniaxial compression
conditions.
4.2. Microscopic Fracture Behavior. The number of

cracks (Nc) within various intragranular structures is depicted
in Figure 8a. The numbers of cracks in feldspar, quartz, other
minerals, and minute minerals decrease from 4049, 1895,
10640, and 224 to 568, 475, 2124, and 184, respectively, as VB
increases from 9.6% to 67.2%. This corresponds to reductions
of 85.97%, 74.93%, 80.04%, and 17.86%, respectively.
Conversely, the number of cracks within biotite increases
from 4168 to 16955, representing an increase of 306.79%. In
terms of intergranular structures, as shown in Figure 8b, the
number of cracks within the structures between the same

mineral remains relatively constant as VB increases from 9.6%
to 67.2%. However, the number of cracks within the structures
between different minerals decreases from 23859 to 10733,
indicating a reduction of 55.01%.

Figure 4.Mineral distribution and contact distribution of samples with different biotite contents: (a) mineral distribution; (b) contact distribution.

Figure 5. Variation of the number of basic elements mimicking
various minerals vs biotite content.

Figure 6. Variation of numbers of contacts in various structures versus
biotite content: (a) various intragranular structures; (b) various
intergranular structures.
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5. FORCE CHAIN NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
5.1. Overall Force Chain Network Level. The force

chain networks, divided by the values at the moment of peak
load under uniaxial compression conditions for different VB
values, are shown in Figure 9. According to the legend, the red
force chain level is higher. As VB increases, the number of red
force chains within the specimens exhibits a slightly decreasing
trend, indicating an overall decrease in the strength of the force
chain network.

The trends in the average value (AFC) and sum value (SFC)
of the force chains of all of the force chains with changing VB
are depicted in Figure 10. As VB content continued to increase,
the AFC decreased from 86.34 to 69.17 N, representing a
decrease of 19.89%, while the SFC decreased from 22.47 × 106

N to 18.07 × 106 N, indicating a reduction of 19.57%.
Throughout this process, the peak load of the specimens
consistently decreases. Thus, the overall strength of the
specimens can be effectively characterized by the strength of
the force chains.
5.2. Force Chains in Different Structures. Figure 11

shows the force chain distributions for the biotite structure and
other intragranular structures, excluding biotite, categorized by
force chain type. The density of the force chain distribution
within the biotite structure significantly increases with an

increasing VB, while the density within other intragranular
structures correspondingly decreases.

Regarding the quantity of force chains (NFC), as shown in
Figure 12a, when VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%, the number
of force chains within the biotite structure increases from
13355 to 96956. Conversely, the force chain quantities in other
intact minerals, namely, feldspar, quartz, and other minerals, all
decrease from 59397, 40828, and 19684 to 20936, 14041, and
6816, respectively. Concerning intergranular structures, as
depicted in Figure 12b, when VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%,
the number of force chains within structures of the same
mineral increases from 37256 to 53609. The number of force

Figure 7. Macroscopic mechanical behavior of samples with different
biotite contents: (a) load−displacement curve; (b) peak load.

Figure 8. Variation of numbers of cracks in various structures versus
biotite content: (a) various intragranular structures; (b) various
intergranular structures.

Figure 9. Force chain networks of samples with different biotite
contents under uniaxial compression scaled by values at the peak load
moment.
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chains between structures of different minerals decreases from
89340 to 68493.

In terms of the sum values of the force chains (SFC), as
shown in Figure 13a, when VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%,
the sum of the force chains within the biotite structure
increases from 1.30 × 106 N to 8.20 × 106 N. Conversely, the
sum of the force chains in the other intact minerals, including
feldspar, quartz, and other minerals, all decrease from 6.70 ×
106 N, 4.73 × 106 N, and 1.76 × 106 N to 1.85 × 106 N, 1.29 ×
106 N, and 0.51 × 106 N, respectively. Concerning
intergranular structures, as shown in Figure 13b, when VB
increases from 9.6% to 67.2%, the sum of the force chains
within structures between the same mineral increases from
2.69 × 106 N to 2.94 × 106 N. Similarly, the sum of the force
chains between structures of different minerals decreases from
5.34 × 106 N to 3.24 × 106 N.

In terms of the average values of the force chains (AFC), as
shown in Figure 14a, when VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%,
the average value of the force chains within the biotite
structure decreases from 97.55 to 84.59 N. Conversely, the
average values of the force chains in other intact minerals,
including feldspar, quartz, and other minerals, all decrease from
112.78, 115.76, and 89.57 N to 88.58, 92.24, and 75.13 N,

respectively. Concerning intergranular structures, as shown in
Figure 14b, when VB increases from 9.6% to 67.2%, the average
value of force chains within structures between the same
mineral decreases from 70.54 to 54.90 N. The mean force
chain value between structures of different minerals decreases
from 59.77 to 47.37 N.

6. DISCUSSION: FRACTURE RESISTANCE
6.1. Fracture Resistance of Various Structures. At the

microscopic scale, the initiation of cracks is a result of force
chains acting on contacts. To provide a clearer description of
the fracture resistance of structures from the perspective of
force chains, we define the fracture resistance index (F). The
specific calculation formula for the F value of structure A is as
follows:

F
S
NA
FC A

c A
=

(1)

in which FA represents the fracture resistance index of structure
A, and SFC‑A and Nc‑A represent the sum of the force chains and
the number of cracks in structure A, respectively. By this
definition, a larger F value for a structure indicates that a
greater number of force chains are required within a structure

Figure 10. Variation of characteristic values of force chains of samples
vs biotite content under uniaxial compression at the peak load
moment.

Figure 11. Force chain networks of samples with different biotite
contents under uniaxial compression scaled by types at the peak load
moment: (a) biotites; (b) various intragranular structures expect
biotites.

Figure 12. Variation of numbers of force chains in various structures
versus biotite content at the peak load moment: (a) various
intragranular structures; (b) various intergranular structures.
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to initiate a single crack. This implies a stronger fracture
resistance for that structure.

Here, we calculate the fracture resistance index F for
structures with different VB values. As shown in Figure 15a, the
fracture resistance of the intragranular structures is significantly
greater than that of the overall structure and intergranular
structures in these specimens. This implies that a higher level
of force chains is required to initiate cracks within intragranular
structures. Furthermore, within the various intragranular
structures, as depicted in Figure 15b, feldspar and quartz
exhibit significantly greater fracture resistance than do the
other minerals. As illustrated in Figure 15c, the fracture
resistance of structures made of the same minerals is
significantly greater than that of structures made of different
minerals.

As shown in Figure 16a, in the numerical sample in this
study, the mineral structures are filled with numerous
elements. Under the action of external loads, the contact
between two adjacent basic elements breaks, and then
microcracks occur. When the number of microcracks gradually
increases, the sample experiences a complete crack field, after
which macrocracks form. When the external load causes
macroscopic fracturing of the sample, this load level is the peak
load. Furthermore, the load threshold of fracture behavior in a
certain type of mineral structure is proportional to the

resistance to fracture, as shown in Figure 16b. The resistance
to fracture of various mineral structures is ranked from largest
to smallest according to quartz, feldspar, biotite, other
minerals, and fine minerals. Therefore, the peak load of the
sample is related to the volume proportion of these mineral
structures with different fracture resistances. When the
proportion of quartz is large, the sample is less prone to
fracture and the peak load increases. In contrast, when the
proportion of biotite inside the sample increases, macro-
fracturing occurs under a lower load, and then the peak load of
the sample, that is, the load-bearing capacity decreases, which
is also the situation in this study, as shown in Figure 16c.
6.2. Research Significance of the Force Chain

Network. In PFC, the basic element is the most essential
component of a discrete element sample. During loading, a
certain value of concentrated stress, i.e., force chain OF, is
generated between two adjacent base elements to form bonds
between the elements. This is a fundamental micromechanical
behavior. Furthermore, in this model, the mineral structure is
filled with basic elements, so the mechanical and fracture
behaviors in the crystal can also be restored. Finally, the whole
numerical sample is constructed of numerous basic elements,
as shown in Figure 17a. Therefore, the force chain between
adjacent basic elements is the most essential information in the
numerical sample. As shown in Figure 17b, when a local

Figure 13. Variation of sum value of force chains in various structures
versus biotite content at the peak load moment: (a) various
intragranular structures; (b) various intergranular structures.

Figure 14. Variation of average value of force chains in various
structures versus biotite content at the peak load moment: (a) various
intragranular structures; (b) various intergranular structures.
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particle cluster is loaded, a local force chain network is
generated within it, and furthermore, the whole sample
generates a complete force chain network. Under the action
of this force chain network, the sample produces the
corresponding mechanical response. The level of the force
chain network in the upper and lower regions of the simulated
sample is greater. Correspondingly, the displacement of the
sample in these two regions is greater than that in the other

regions, and more severe microfracture and macrofracture
behaviors occur, which can be observed in the displacement
field, crack field, and fragment field. The above analysis reveals
that the force chain can provide essential information on the
mechanical behavior of the sample. An advanced model is the
basis for in-depth force chain network analysis.

The significance of the proposed model and force chain
network analysis in relation to the mechanical properties and
failure mechanisms of granite is as follows:

(1) Granites widely exist in various underground engineer-
ing projects and are a primary component of the surrounding
rock to ensure the stability and safety of projects. Therefore, a
suitable model that can reproduce the heterogeneous structure
of granite on a 3D scale is necessary. In this modeling, the
distinction of the mechanical behavior of different mineral
structures is realized. Based on this model, all variables related
to rock structure can be studied, not only the volume
proportion of minerals studied in this paper but also the
microscopic parameters, geometric size, and geometric shapes
of minerals. The model proposed in this paper provides a
simulation tool to determine the failure mechanism of rocks;

(2) A powerful tool reflecting the underlying mechanics
driving the mechanical behavior of mineral structures is also
necessary. To date, scholars have not found a suitable bridge
for linking micromechanical information and macromechanical
behavior. In this article, the strength of the force chain network
in various structures of crystalline rocks is quantitatively
analyzed. Based on the new analytical method, the influence of
mineral structure on the load-bearing capacity of crystalline
rocks is revealed. Compared with traditional force chain
analysis, this approach realizes a leap from a qualitative
description of phenomenology and experience to heteroge-
neous and refined quantitative research. This provides a
foundation for related rock mechanics research in the future.

7. CONCLUSION
This study utilizes a three-dimensional grain-based model
based on the discrete element method to replicate the
heterogeneous structure of crystalline granite. In this model,
not only is the mechanical behavior of different types of
minerals distinguished, but the force chain network also
realizes multilevel classification and quantitative analysis. Both
the novel model and force chain analysis method are employed
to quantitatively investigate the influence of mineral content
on the mechanical behavior of granites. First, a set of granite
specimens with varying biotite contents was constructed, and
then, uniaxial compression tests were conducted. The effects of
the mineral content on the mechanical behavior, force chain
network characteristics, and fracture resistance of granite
specimens were quantitatively analyzed. The main conclusions
are summarized as follows:

(1) With increasing VB, the quantity of basic elements
representing biotite significantly increases, while the quantity
of basic elements representing other types of minerals
decreases. The contact number within the biotite structure
significantly increases, while the contact numbers within the
other intragranular structures decrease. When the contact
number between two minerals increases, the contact number
between the different minerals decreases.

(2) As VB increases, the peak load of the specimens
decreases, indicating an inverse relationship between the
biotite content and the load-bearing capacity of the specimens
under uniaxial compression conditions. The number of cracks

Figure 15. Variation of the resistance to fracture of various structures
versus biotite content at the peak load moment: (a) all structures,
intragranular structures, and intergranular structures; (b) various
intragranular structures; (c) various intergranular structures.
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within the biotite structure significantly increases, while the
number of cracks of other types decreases. As VB increases, the
distribution density of force chains within the biotite structure
increases, while the distribution density within other intra-

granular structures decreases. The average value and sum value
of all of the force chains decrease with increasing VB.

(3) Among the various structures considered, intragranular
structures exhibit the highest fracture resistance, while
intergranular structures exhibit a lower fracture resistance.
The resistance to fracture of various mineral structures is
ranked from largest to smallest according to the quartz,
feldspar, biotite, other minerals, and fine minerals. When the
proportion of biotite inside the sample increases, macro-
fracturing of the sample occurs under a lower load.

(4) Based on the novel force chain method, the influence of
the mineral structure on the load-bearing capacity of crystalline
rocks is revealed. Compared with traditional force chain
analysis, this approach realizes a leap from a qualitative
description of phenomenology and experience to heteroge-
neous and refined quantitative research. The micromechanical
information and macromechanical behavior of rock materials
can be linked. This might influence future research or practical
applications in industries related to geotechnical engineering or
construction.
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